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Lakeview improvement
By Alayna pontbriand



zipline



Web swing



treehouse



tunnle



tictactoe





Lake view Improvement Plan

Hailey,Whitney,Unique 



Why we want these ideas for our park

Hello we are 3 fifth graders at Lake View Elementary and we think that the park across the street should be advanced.

 Whitney-First are school goes there for spri day and other fun activities such as gym.If we put these ideas it would be more safe 
to play on we want our community park to be more fun, also I want the park to be more educative somehow.Like for an 
example we could add cameras so when someone loses something we could check for where it is or who took it. (I don’t even go 
to the park anyways so i am  just putting stuff that i think other people want in the park)

Unique- Hello Im Unique Francois and i think that we should add stuff to are park . The community park has not been 
changed for over 15 years . and should be changed  It isn't just for us it's for the community and everyone should have a say. I 
know many people that go to this park after school.  This is are neighborhood and if  the park improves we improve in as a 
community .

Hailey- Hello im Hailey and I think we should add more stuff because the park has not been changed for years and we all go 
their for gym and paws and more. When we go to the park it gets boring sense we dont have alot of stuff, If we add more we can 
go more and I know many people that go after school even though I dont go to the park alot but I want the kids that go to have 
much more fun. This neighborhood has kids that got to the park  and the park needs improvement. I think everybody should 
have a comment of what they want at the park.



Hailey ideas for park 
For my ideas I think we need more  slides and better swings that everybody can go on, 
and Cameras for safety.

| 



Uniques Ideas for the park 
 Hello I'm Unique Francois Ojeda . and here are my ideas for the park across the street. 

 Rubber flooring.   Garden 



Whitney's ideas for the park and why she wants it for the park

1.





      OUR IDEAS TO 
IMPROVE THE OUR PARK.

KEREN A, AMIRA A, TESSA B, 
MARIA A.



WE ARE STUDENTS AT LAKE VIEW SCHOOL!!!

We are students from Lake View Elementary School and we are  going to introduce some 
new ideas we think our park should have and need.

We really need new improvements because there isn’t any good stuff at the park and 
sometimes it gets less fun while there’s less people. Also the stuff that already there. So 
here are our ideas that we brainstormed together to improve our park. 

THANK YOU FOR READING THIS MESSAGE.



THE SOCCER 
FIELD.

For the big area of the park, between  the playground and 
the hill, we would like to add a medium size soccer net 
because the boys in our class like to play soccer but they 
don't have a soccer net.  So we wanted to get something 
that the boys and girls would like and need to play 
soccer.  

Like this size!



THE VOLLEYBALL 
FIELD.

For the volleyball area we thought it was a good idea to 
have it in between the playground and the fence where the 
small tree is. We thought that this net was perfect because 
if there is little kids that want to play,  you can just adjust 
the height of the net to match their height, and if taller 
people want to play then you can just move it to be higher .



SWINGS FOR EVERY 
BODY!For the swings we wanted to include something for the 

kids that have wheelchairs. Like the swing shown on 
the screen! We also would like to add a tire swing, 
which is a very fun to swing.

For kids that have a wheelchair!
Inspo pictures!:

Tire swing!:



SLIDES!!

The slide we wanted to do a rock climbing wall or 
something like the picture shown on the screen. 
Which I think is way easier and safer for little kids 
that don’t know how to rock climb yet.



FOOTBALL FIELD

We were thinking on having the football area  near 
the basketball hoops because lots of the boys play 
football in that area, plus it’s a big space. They also 
like to play kickball there sometimes like after 
school. So for kickball we could add some rubber 
bases.



TRASH AND BENCHES 
OR OTHER HELPFUL 
THINGS!

I think we need a new set of 
benches because the ones we 
have now are to low and the 
color are ripping off. Also we 
need a bike rack because all of 
the kids would leave their bike 
on the ground ,and we also need 
a new trash with a recycle with it  
because it would be  way better 
to recycle to.



GARDEN! 

We think that we could make a garden on the top 
right of the hill. I think the top of the hill is where 
not most people are because there isn't really 
anything to do up there. It would also be a great 
stop because in the summer, the flowers will get the 
sunlight they need to grow.



We need a full Basketball court 
because there is only 1 hoop 
in the court and many boys 
and girls like to play in teams, 
but there isn’t enough room on 
the court. 

BASKETBALL 
COURT



PICNIC TABLES 

We wanted to add something for the parents that stay at the park while 
their kids play at the park. So we wanted to add a lunch table for the 
parents to said down and chat with other parents that are also there. 
Another reason is that the parents will just stand around and have 
nowhere to sit because the benches are taken.



THE PLAYGROUND 
STRUCTURE!

We need a new playground structure 
because the one has graffiti and rusted 
and has been there for so long so it 
would be nice for a new one.





LAKE VIEW PARK 
IMPROVEMENTS

  Each slide is presented by 5th grade Lakeview School students



Introducing ourselves

Hello, our names are Peter, Yousef, Jayvion, Sevn, and Christopher. We are a group of 5th graders who 
are attending Lake View School and we are here to talk about improving the Lake View Park with our 
ideas that can make the park better.



Idea #1

We think that they should add a new basketball hoop and new concrete court cover so we can 
dribble more comfortably and shoot more accurately. The hoop now is extremely old, so we want a 
new hoop.



Idea #2

Our park looks like a weak field of grass so maybe we could plant flowers. It will be a nice touch 
so that its not just a land of grass. Maybe we could also get the grass fixed and remove rocks 
and sticks.



Idea #3

Our park has 2 slides. BUt one of them is a rusting tube slide and the other is for young kids. 
We can get rid of these slides and replace them with some better slides. Our tube slide has so 
much graffiti, even we spray paint it to its original color it still would not look the same or brand 
new.



Idea #4

There are four normal swings and two baby swings in our park. The normal swings are 
overused and baby swings are underused, so get more swing sets for more normal swings so 
everyone can enjoy the swings. Also if we don't or do get new swing sets we would like the 
molch to get removed.



Idea #5

Another thing we’d like is a new basketball hoop and to resurface the concrete. This can make us 
dribble more comfortably and shoot more accurately. Some of the concrete now is drawn on and the post 
of the hoop is drawn on.



Sites

Google Earth
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Thank You

Before you exit this slidedeck we want to say thank you for this opportunity. We hope you take 
our ideas into consideration, have a nice day.







How to make lake view 
park more better
Lorik, Matthew,Brian E, Ryan, Richard



Soccer field

We can put the Soccer field next to the basketball court and we can 
put a fence right in the middle of basketball court so the basketballs 
dont go into the socor field. We can also add astro turf to the soccer 
field so we dont step on any holes or have to take care of it that much 
or pay to cut the grass.



Volleyball

A lot of girls at school like playing volleyball so what we can do is to replace 
the grass with sand or dirt and add the volleyball net in the middle so people 
can play Volleyball when ever they want



New benches

We want to get new benches because the other benches are old and to low to 
the ground. We also want more benches to put around the park because there 
are only benches around the climbing place.



Playground

We can put in a new play area because it has gotten very old and there are a lot of 
people that get very hurt and there's graffiti everywhere. We need to add more 
play places for children.

We can add a new pairs of swings because the one we have is very old and 
rusty/crecky. There isnt a lot of swings so kids can use, the swings are 
always full of kids.



Playground

      volleyball

Swings 

    Soccer 

Free space
playground

Volleybal
l



Ending

Thank you for reviewing our ideas on our Lake view playground improvements, I 
really hope you enjoyed our ideas and have a great day!





Lake View Park 
Improvement Plan

By- Halina,London,Albert,Emily, and 
Olivia



Hello! Our group members include 
Emily, Londyn, Olivia, Halina, and 
Albert. These are our ideas for fixing 
up our park! We also wanted to give 
good suggestions on what to do with 
the park to make it a better and 
enjoyable place 



 Swings need to be inclusive 
for all including people who 
use wheelchairs. Our old 
swings are rusty, old, and 
there aren’t many. Adding 
more swings that  can be more 
fun for everyone.



Roundabouts

We should have roundabouts in our 
park! Roundabouts are fun things 
the kids could experience. When I 
was younger I always wanted one, 
so I feel like it would be great if 
one was installed. I also think that 
if we do get a roundabout we 
should get one with a fence around 
it so the little kids don’t fall and 
hurt themselves.



Rusty playground
 I feel like there should be 
a bigger playground which 
would be newer or clean so 
kids will actually play on it. 
Most of the playground is 
rusty, so nobody plays on it. 
If we cleaned up the rust, 
maybe people would! 



We should have a new 
half court. The one we 
have now is getting 
older and getting 
cracks. We should also 
have bike racks for 
the people who ride 
bikes to school.



I think that we should make the park a more 
social and funner by making it a place which 
people want to hang out at. So, I think we should 
add some benches. So people can chat and hang 
out after school or on the weekends. 



Higher monkey bars
Having taller 
monkey bars 
can be more 
inclusive to 
older kids, 

there should 
also be 

shorter ones 
for the little 

kids.



Playground
I feel like we should have two 
playgrounds like we do now 
one that is smaller and one 

that is bigger. The smaller one 
should also be accessible for 

people on wheelchairs.



- I feel like there should be a bigger playground and it should be newer 
and clean so kids will actually play on it.

- There should be a bird nest swing and more swings that aren’t rusty for 
big/younger ages.

- There should also be bench tables for people who want to hang out with 
their friends or just sit and eat or just anything in general like a poly 
picnic table which is a clean look.

- There should be newer monkey bars that is higher or longer like 
overhead trekker,horizontal ladder, and air dancer

- There should be a longer or taller slides like double waves side or
- A better mini playground for younger kids
- There should be a portal climber or something kids can climb in general 

like Abc climber
- There should be matted floors or something so the park is more safe
- Swiggle stix bridge

- There should also be a garden so that the community could use it for projects or stuff like that

List of everything we suggest





 Lake view park: Improvement plans
By: Gabriela, Morgan, Caleb, and Rahman



        Why We are making this slide :
 Hi we are a group of fifth graders from lake view elementary school and 
We REALLY need to improve our current park. For years Kids had been 
playing in that same park, And our park currently is broken, old, rusty, 
trashy, and graffitied. And kids have to play in this environment. We are 
planning to help improve and give new ideas from a kids point of view so 
we can make our park the best it can be!
So here's our ideas!



                                   First idea:
First we think we should add  picnic tables because We thought that it would be a good place 
at that park with shade, and a good place to rest for people who are tired of running. We 
also think that it would be a good idea if we added some hand sanitizer dispensers around 
the park for people to clean up after they played in the dirt and were touching the dirty park, 
so we don't spread illness. 



                                  Second idea:
Our next idea is that we think we should add a track around the perimeter of the park 
for a better place for kids to do their laps at gym. And overall a better place for kids to 
run, jog, and walk when we need to do our exercises.  

 



                                    Third idea:
Our third idea is that we think we should get rid our current  swing set because it is old, 

rusty and sometimes when people go to high it feels like you are just gonna to fall off, and 

replace itb with We also think there should be another swing set because sometimes kids have 

to wait until other people to get off.



                                    Forth idea:

Our forth idea is to plant flowers around the park and/or expand the little 
butterfly garden on the edge of the fence, to give the park a more earthy 
look.



                                      Fifth idea:

For the fifth idea we think we should add a gazebo so people that go to the park can sit 

down in the shade and eat their food and if you wanna take a break they could sit in the 

shade and drink some water or prime or any type of drink you want. 



                                       Sixth idea:

For our next idea we wanted to add a park for smaller kids and have a park for the older 

children so it could look more organized won't. Also to replace the mulch because it has been there 

for years and if you fall on it, it really hurts . And i also think we should change the ground to a 

softer surface so if anyone falls they won't get hurt really bad. 



                                     Ending Slide:

As you can see we have many ideas to improve our park and we hope that you take any 
of these ideas into consideration and improve our park with our ideas. We love our park 
very much and would like to make to our park the best it can be. And hopefully with our 

ideas we can make our park a better environment for all students!

 WE LOVE 
OUR PARK!





Our Ideas for Lakeview Playground



Zoe Belliveau-Hawkes Declan Annis

Bruce 
Tran

Joel Anokye

40%

20%

20%

20%



Tubes Slides
I think that these type of slides are a reasonable 
addition to our playground, because of their 
safety and how much children like 
these type of slides. Also, Plastic 
Tube slides are cost effective
compared to others.



Cubic kanots
I think that cubic knots are great for a playground here’s some of my 
reason’s the first reason that this could be in a playground because 
some kids like to cimb things also it is safe for children 5+ which is 
why it would be a good idea.   



Playtown Riley Rescue

So all the little kids can play and role 
play and learn about helping others



Bridges Theses bridges 
would be good for 
other play 
structures so it 
can connect so it 
can be larger and 
better  



Merry-Go-Rounds

The reason why we should have a Merry-Go-Round at our 
playground is because it is a fun addition, and also teaches kids to 
share more and be more social, by making kids play with each other.



Seesaw 

To teach kids to let other kids play and 
friendship 



                                 Transfer station 

This should be added to the park because a lot of little and older 
kids like to jump on the steps of the stairs of the transfer station that 
Why this should be added- This should be add to the play structure 



Lights 
Joel:This SHOULD be ADDED to a playground when it get 
dark so there can be some lights Zoe:This should be add 

also because it could be 
censored to motion and 
could have cameras add 
and it would catch the 
people who draw on the 
playground, and they will 
be stopped!





!Under construction!



THANK YOU FOR WATCHING OUR SLIDES





Lake View Playground 
Improvement
By: Lucian and Christian



What should they add to the park

I think they should get rid the old basketball hoop and get a 
new one with the fences around the Basketball Court. I think 
they should add new benches and get rid the old one. Don´t 
get rid of the stone. Maybe some new swings or slides. 
Probably add something safe for childrens. We should get a 
football field and some new guardrails or a cog wheel. I think 
they should add something safe. What about something 
covering a person when they’re hot? 





Lake view playground 
Improvement. 

Jin, Brian o, Juaquin, Jeremy, Jason



We are students at Lake View School 

 This is a proposal about how we want to change and add things to the park and 
bring things to it to help kids enjoy the park a lot more 

                    Thank you for giving us some of your time to read this.10



A Flower garden and a place to relax.  

We can add some more benches to the park

Maybe we can also add a swinging  bench 



          Soccer Goal Post
We want a new goal post because a lot of boys in are class like soccer, also there are 

no proper goals for us to use, because the small goals makes us inaccurate, also 1 
person can block the goal

https://www.amazon.com/Forza-Soccer-Single-
Optional-Target/dp/B0191MFV60/ref=sr_1_3?
keywords=Goal+Posts&qid=1679418118&sr=
8-3

https://www.amazon.com/Forza-Soccer-Single-Optional-Target/dp/B0191MFV60/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=Goal+Posts&qid=1679418118&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Forza-Soccer-Single-Optional-Target/dp/B0191MFV60/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=Goal+Posts&qid=1679418118&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Forza-Soccer-Single-Optional-Target/dp/B0191MFV60/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=Goal+Posts&qid=1679418118&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Forza-Soccer-Single-Optional-Target/dp/B0191MFV60/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=Goal+Posts&qid=1679418118&sr=8-3


Jason's Idea

Make another half court to make it a 
full court



Volleyball net. 

The volley post can  help kids  play volleyball with a good net. It can also be used 
for badminton and tennis on the basketball court

https://www.amazon.com/Freestanding-Badminton-Volleyball-Optional-Portable/dp
/B0777SX6DY

https://www.amazon.com/Freestanding-Badminton-Volleyball-Optional-Portable/dp/B0777SX6DY
https://www.amazon.com/Freestanding-Badminton-Volleyball-Optional-Portable/dp/B0777SX6DY


Ride on cars and go karts 
Cars are  good for 
mobility and for racing 
on the tracks. They 
can also help kids 
have fun, and they can 
increase a kids driving 
experience way more 
than if their riding a 
bike. They can also 
have fun racing and 
increasing their driving 
skills if they compete in 
go kart racing 
competitions



I see many dogs at the park so this makes me think 
that we can add a dog jump.

Dog jumps 





Lake View Playground 
Improvements



Introduction

Hello everyone we are Lakeview Elementary students and we are gonna share 
our ideas for improvements for the park.



Get to know us!

Hello I am joshua waddell I have a younger brother isaiah and a cat named goldenrod And i'm african american. 
I enjoy soccer.

Hello my name is Lianni Alas and I am from El Salvador and I have 5 siblings and I am in grade 5.

Hello my name is Anthony and I am hispanic I am from Puerto Rico and EL salvador have a younger sister 
named Ava, a dog named Nala (from the movie lion king) and a cat named Joey and I have two stepbrothers 
named Aiden and Ashton.

 I am jaslin and I have 3 sister and i'm from el salvador and I came to lake view this year (grade 5). 

Hello I am Isabella and I have one brother and I am from Brazil and I am in Grade 5 and in Lake view.



Mega Tower

This mega 
tower has 
many fun 
items in 
one! Many 
fun slides 
to go on!



Glide along!
Travel 
place 
to 
place 
with 
the 
glide 
along!



Merry go round

Spin round 
and round 
and round



Kidcourse

This is the most 
climbable structure  
and many fun 
designs to climb! 



Saturn 4 carousel 
This ride is 
extremely fun 
and it makes 
you feel like 
you’re in a 
carnival!



Unity connect

Take the journey in 
the Unity connect.



Inclusive twister

A merry go round but 
wheelchair friendly!



Credits and a thank you!

Credits to Jaslin for looking up all the photos.
Credits to Joshua for the ideas for the handicap kids and animations!          

Credits to Lianni,Isabella and Anthony for helping to 

write and fonts!

 THANK YOU FOR LOOKING AT OUR SLIDE                                                                                                         
FOR LAKE VIEW PARK IMPROVEMENTS!





Park improvement
By Zion and Kieran

 



Number 1:The fields

Zion-I think the big fields needs some soccer goals. 

Kieran- The fields are empty it’s nothing but grass so I think there should be 
soccer goals.



Number 1:what we think would be good to add to our 
public park and what we should fix.
Kieran- I think we should fix the swings because every single time people go on 
the swings the sound and the way the swing moves makes it sound insecure.

Zion- I think the basketball court should get fixed  also the playground 



Number 2: Basketball court.

-Zion i go to the park every day  i think we should redo  the concrete and put some 
new rim with only 1 rim no double rim.  

-Kieran I play basketball at the park but we only have a half court basketball court 
and a double rim which is more annoying so we want improvements for the 
basketball court.



Playground set 

Zion  we need to remove the trees  and make a new play set with cameras and so  
and we need a whole new park.

Kieran We need to have the trees near the play set removed. Plus the playground 
is empty. We need better stuff like a climbing structure a zipline or better monkey 
bars. Also when it rains the monkey bars get wet so it is easy to fall.



Security

Zion-we need to remove the trees  and make a new play set with cameras and 
some people grafite and we need a whole playground.. And we should set up 
cameras at the park  

Kieran We should add security cameras so gangs won’t ruin the park. 



Extras

Zion-we need to remove the trees  and make a new play set with cameras and 
some people grafite and we need a whole 

Kieran We should add fake grass, better benches, and better tr





Lake View Playground 
Improvement plans

By: Brianna, Sara, Gabriella, Sophia



Introduction 

Hi we are 6th graders from Mrs.O'Connor's class 
and we have some examples on what we might be 
able to do to help improve our Playground and 
make it better for kids in the future.First,is Gabriella 
on our Basketball court.



Basketball Court

Our basketball court can be improved. We have a lot of 
space in our park so why don't we expand it a little. Lots of 
people get into sports and why don't we let them practice 
there, with a larger basketball court. They can experience 
the real world behind the everyday practice.Next will be 
Sara on fixing our grounds. 



.



Redoing the Grounds.

Our playground floors are rough and blanketed with mulch. 
If we get some rubber flooring, we would be much safer. In 
rubber flooring, we can add color and games imprinted on 
the ground. Plus, people will be amazed with the new 
improvements that would entered in our community 
park.Brianna is next talking about our Slides!





Slides

If you think about it our slides have two or more problems. 
Number 1.We mainly only have three.One for little kids,one 
for both and one for big kids.Number 2. Is kids have to wait 
and wait and wait just to go on once,on the next slide I 
show a slide that could have multiple and is easy to 
maintain too,So I think It will be a good addition to our park.





Swing Set. 

We need a new swing set because ours are 
squeaky and rusty.What if we had more than 
one swing set? When we all go out to play, 
lines form and we have to wait. No one 
wants to give up their spot. And if we 
could change that, it would really make us 
happy. We can use up the space that we have 
and let that space help us with this idea.





Connected Equipment.

I know this park already has some connected equipment, 
but if we could replace that and add bigger and more 
colorful equipment, then that would make the appearance 
better, as well as get more things to play with.  





Benches

If you look at our park the benches they are pretty rusty 
and those benches are also the benches the neighborhood 
parents sit in. They need a new comfortable place to sit 
and relax on. Also the benches there should be extended 
so when someone is standing waiting for a turn, there is 
always a spot available. 





Security cameras

Our park needs to be protected from people who vandalize 
the equipment there. If we added some security cameras, 
then imagine how much cleaner and safer the park would 
be. Like they say, better safe than sorry!





Roundabout

A roundabout is just what this playground needs. 
Sometimes getting dizzy is just what someone needs on a 
boring day. But then again, these are just suggestions that 
we wish to put in our park. If you think it is safe a 
considerable, then we would love to have it. 





Musical Equipment 

Many kids love instruments! if we could add some musical 
equipment, it may influence kids that might want to use 
instruments or might use instruments in the future. 





In conclusion

Thank you for listening to our ideas and we hope to help 
improve our park. We know that we can't spend too much 
money, so if you could consider even some of these ideas, 
then that would still be very helpful.





Park Remodel Ideas 
By Tristan, Clarence, 
Jude, Javian,kaiden



                  New playground equipment 

The New things we need for  our park is new swing sets and playgrounds and 
benches because the benches are old and rusty and they been there for 16 years 
and where the parents can sit to watch their kids play and keep on a eye on them. 
And add street lights and say no vaping. 



New basketball court ideas by Clarence konneh 

To start we should get new basketball hoops 
because the one that we have now are double 
rimmed so it's more difficult to shoot in the net. 
We should also get a full court instead of a half 
court for more space to play. Also for fun they 
should add adjustable hoops for people who 
want to dunk.



First things off, I want to mention that the surface under the playground 
has many cons such as wood chips getting in your shoes, stepping on it 
barefoot, and having divots under each swing. I would 100% put wet pour 
rubber to replace the wood chips because if you or your child falls off or 
falls near the swings it would not hurt them as much wood chips would. I 
also think we should replace the swings with brand new ones because 
there are only 6 swings but 2 of them are for toddlers/babies that always 
get taken and you have to wait your turn. In addition they squeak every 
time you sit on it and it's very rusty.  



Soccer field 

I think we should have a soccer field. because there our no nets so if someone 
scores a goal sometime people say that is not a goal so that is a problem. We 
should also get movable goals so if anyone else wants to play something else they 
can move it out of the way.



Security 

We need security cameras because there has been evidence of vandalism. Also 
there are over 20 gangs in worcester massachusetts that have vandalized and 
there people smoking,  on the slide that we have now.



Thank you 

Thank you for your time and consideration we hope you put some ideas of ours in 
The lake view park and thank you Goodbyeee 

Jude 

Clarence 

Javian

Tristan

kaiden





         The Park we Want
By Eden.N, Jack.T, Jenessa.P and Agyeman.O



Spider Web

We should add these because it will 
add to the variety of climbing areas 
and be fun for the kids.



                   What can we do to improve the park

 We should get cameras so if somebody tries to spray graffiti 
on the slides we can catch them or if a fight happens we 
could try and figure it out.



We don't want metal slides.

The reason why we don’t want metal slides is because in the summer, metal 
gets extremely hot, and when children with shorts get on the slide, their legs 
will be harshly burned. Also it can be hard for children to slide down because 
of the friction between their legs and the metal slide. Lastly, they could bang 
their head if their not careful enough. 



Add more monkey bars and put something soft under it.

We want new monkey bars because we have only one and people could bump 
into each other while using the monkey bars. We could add wavy ones and 
straight ones. Also, if many kids swing on one monkey bar then it is more likely 
of getting hurt. Also, we should put something soft like a comfy pad under the 
monkey bars because I went to the park and I was watching a little kid play on 
the monkey bars, but she missed a bar and fell head-first into the grass. Even 
though she fell into the grass, she could’ve been 

Seriously injured, which would be bad because 

Then the parents could sue the school or the city.



Synchro Spinner

The reason why we would want a Synchro Spinner is because children 
sometimes get bored from doing the same thing over and over again, but if we 
added a Synchro Spinner, then the children would not only have fun playing on 
this fun spinner, they could also watch things go by as they spin around. There 
are other kinds of Synchro Spinners, here are some:



Benches and tables with umbrellas

The reason why we want benches and tables with umbrellas is because 
when the parents want to stay close to watch their children, they 
have to stand or sit on the metal benches which is bad because in the 
summer, the benches get hot, so when we add the benches and tables 
with the umbrellas, the parents can sit down close to their children. 
On the other hand, in the summer, it gets extremely hot. So with the 
umbrellas, the parents and children can sit and cool down.



Bike racks

We would need 
these so people 
could put their 
bikes in a good 
spot instead of it 
being on the 
ground or getting 
stuck on the 
fence. And they 
can use their 
locks so someone 
doesn’t steal it.



                                              Bowl Swing 

The reason why we should add a bowl swing is because it is easy to use 
and it is safe to use. All you have to do is sit on the swing and swing!

Another reason we should add a swing is so kids don't have to wait for 
other people to swing and then children don't have to be sad and 
complain.





 Ideas we have to improve lake view park



                     More swings in our playground 

We think there should be more 
swings in our playground because 
there isn’t enough swings for 
everyone so if we add more 
swings it would make it fair for 
everyone who would want to use 
them.

We think there should be more 
swings in our playground 
because there isn’t enough 
swings for everyone so if we 
add more swings it would make 
it fair for everyone who would 
want to use them.

This would give kids more opportunity to all have a 
turn with a swing



              Why we should have a rock climbing wall                      

  We think there should be a 
rock climbing wall because 
if there aren’t any other 
options for kids to do then 
a rock climbing wall would 
be able to entertain them.

This can give kids an adventure as if 
they are climbing a real rock wall



Dog Park Equipment
We think there should be a section of 
the grassy area where the dogs can 
hang out and where they can play 
around and even where they can take 
a rest. We had this idea because we 
always see dogs at the park and we 
think they deserve a dog park. We 
should also had bags for the owners 
to pick up after their dogs if they 
need them.

All Love For Dogs 



                      Why we should have picnic table

thgyggvygvvgvggvuvvgvgghvhvgvvhvvhhvvgvgvjgvgvvgvggvgvjjjjjjjjj When parents take their kind to 
the park they fell to old to play 
and it's not something they enjoy 
so they usually use a phone or 
something and at lake view park 
there's nothing to sit on so we 
should add tables to change that 

This would give people a place to sit



Why we should have a circle swing 

We should have a circle swing 
because sometimes older people 
come to the park to relax and 
most of the time swings are 
already taken but this swing is 
calming and something all ages 
will enjoy. 

This would help kids relax after 6 hours of 
school



                 Why we should have a soccer field                

  We think there should be a 
soccer field because there are 
many kids who like to play 
soccer but aren’t able to 
because there is no soccer 
field. We think this would be 
fun for kids to do.

This could give kids more entertainment 
and energy



                                 Sanitary Stations
 ff

This idea can help many people because many people hate germs so we think this 
should be an improvement to the park.

We think there should be sanitary stations 
because we all know how dirty playground 
equipment is so we had the idea in case 
some people don’t like leaving the 
playground with dirty hands. We think 
there should be hand sanitizer, wet wipes, 
and napkins so people can leave the 
playground clean.



                Thank you for considering our ideas!!

Creators: Edin Miley,
Imari Ortiz,
Emily Campos

        We appreciate you helping lake view park





Playground 
improvements! 

By Samaira, Emma, Jeena, Annaleece, and Sophia. 



Floors

1. Solid Rubber Surface. 

2. Fake grass
3. Rubber mulch 

-emma

-



Improvements for slides/swings

Slides                                                               swing  
-moreloops                                                                  - replace

-longer                                                                       -net swing

-anything but metal                                                    - seesaw 

                                                                                -2 ppl swing                                                                                                                                                                                           
-more slides                       -  sophia                                       



Climbing structure 

-Ripple bridge                                                               -zipline

-long tube                                                              - ATV spring rider

-rock climbing                                                           -stand N spin

-monkey bars                                                       -web wall stepper

-trampoline                                                           

-maypole                       - jeena



Gardens 

Flowers                                                         

Tall trees

Bushes

Bird houses

Bird fountain 

Trees over benches and slides(for shade)      - samaira



Baby thingies                                        toddler thingies

-rubber baby slide                                                 -merry go round

-baby swing                                                                -ball pit 

-sand boxes                                                               -horse spring 

-role playing houses                                                    -picnic table

-kitchen set                                                               

-baby rocker

 - sophia                                                                                                                 -emma 



Thanks for listening to our AMAZING ways to improve our playground, we hope 
that we will be able to do at least some if these AMAZING ideas 





V

         By: Arion, Zachary, Kyle, Nathaniel
.



                            Soccer field 

We want a soccer field because after school 
ends all of the kids would want to play.

Soccer is great for exercise  



  Fitness challenge

We want this because the one that we use is old and the paints were coming of 
and it was very rusty. 

structure



Xg221088

We want this because it is a big structure for when the park 
is crowded so there is more room and has more fun things.



          Thank you for your time we appreciate it
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